Travel

Uncovering Uzbekistan
Remote terrain, mountain treks, vodka at the dead of night and
Tashkent’s magnificent metro are just some of the wonders of
one of the world’s newest tourist attractions. Just don’t try talking
politics in Uzbekistan, writes Isabel Conway

Uzbekistan

I

t feels like a Houdini moment. We
enter an ugly concrete building,
descending an equally unattractive
flight of steps into the bowels of
Tashkent’s subway system whose
hurrying commuters are overwhelmingly young males wearing white shirts and tailored black
trousers.
A sprinkling of rural women, decked out
in layered long skirts and draped headscarves, stand on the station’s platform,

lost in wonder, gazing up at ornate domed
ceilings of mosaics and enormous chandeliers that glitter magnificently from above.
Nowhere I know is public transport
cheaper than a 10 cent ride on the Tashkent metro. And there’s a special bonus
– it happens to be a top tourist attraction.
Each station is a proud artistic masterpiece,
lavishly decorated, individually themed
to honour landmark events and cultural
and literary figures from Uzbekistan’s past.
Inspired by the metros of Moscow and
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St Petersburg, this example is in another league,
the most ambitious ever built in Soviet times and
finished years after Tashkent was rebuilt and restored following an earthquake in the mid 1960s
that destroyed most of the city.
Planners came from all over the Soviet Union
to rebuild Tashkent. What you see today reflects
that typical Russian love of super wide boulevards,
geometrically designed open spaces and parks and
the showpiece concertina-like Hotel Uzbekistan,
likened to a giant honeycomb, that’s loved or hated.
Until last year, the metro network was classified
as a military installation and photographs inside it
were prohibited. Whipping out your smartphone for
a sneaky shot of the spectacular ceilings and gorgeous
mosaic tile decoration would have risked arrest and
a hefty fine from the ever present baton-carrying
transport police.
Quite apart from its artistic value, the metro network was built as a nuclear bomb shelter whose
Cold War era reminder huge steel doors could be
clamped shut, locking in public and military, should
“the West launch a nuclear attack”.
The Kosmonavtlar station is space programme-themed, honouring cosmonauts, from
the first man to enter space – Russia’s Yuri Gagarin
back in 1961, swimming inside a bubble of blue and
black ceramic tiles – to Valentina Tereshkova, the
first woman in space. She has a Margaret Thatcher
bouﬀant hairstyle and daisies are scattered around
her, presumably to accentuate her femininity.
Another station decorated with flamboyant patterns immortalises the cotton growing history, that
has now banned the practice of forced labour during
the harvest. The Pakhtakor Tashkent football team
who died in an air crash in August 1979 are also
poignantly remembered here.
Landlocked between five other ‘Stans’ and sharing
a border with Afghanistan, Uzbekistan is home to
fabulous mosques, palaces, minarets, endless desert,
spectacular mountains where you can find numerous
petroglyphs, dating back thousands of years, plus
many a quirkily surprising encounter.
One of the more memorable happened after a
three-hour drive in the dead of night, crossing mountains in the remotest of terrain. Suddenly we arrived
at Sarmyshsay Yurt camp in the Navoi region. The
rocks and buildings were hung with thousands of
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Isabel Conway travelled to Uzbekistan as a guest
of the Navoi Regional Government. Her itinerary
Tashkent/Navoi/Bukhara is offered by small
group and tailor-made tours operator Travel
the Unknown which specialises in the Silk Road,
and other untouched and remote destinations
(traveltheunknown.com/stans). Group itineraries
and bespoke tours with scheduled departures fly
out of London Heathrow. A 14-day Uzbekistan
Odyssey (including Nurata and Aydarkul) from
£2,495pp. Uzbekistan Airways flies from LHR to
Tashkent twice a week (Tuesday and Friday) from
€485.27 return. Turkish Airlines (turkishairlines.
com) operate twice daily flights from Dublin to
Istanbul, with daily connections to Tashkent, from
€682 return. Uzbekistan is visa free for all EU
nationals.
When to Go: April to June and September to early
November when it’s warm and dry but not too hot.
What to wear: there is no strict dress code for
travellers in Uzbekistan. Shorts and plunging
necklines are rarely seen in the cities and a scarf is
handy as a wrap around for short skirts while visiting Mosques and other holy places. Pack shoes
suitable for walking on the dry sandy ground.

fairy lights and miles of strobe lighting. The owner,
Mr Farxad, was waving his arms and touching his
heart in a gesture of welcome, apologising for the
goat track condition of his road.
Waving a bottle of vodka (the majority of Muslim
men here drink alcohol, and vodka, a legacy of Soviet times, is the most popular tipple) he repeatedly
filled little bowls for us to toast, leading us to a table
laden down with a feast of local dishes. At midnight,
a barbecue followed the earlier feast. Beautifully
costumed dancers entertained us and afterwards
we trooped oﬀ to en suite yurts for what remained
of the night.
Uzbekistan was a key stop oﬀ on the Great Silk
Road between China and Venice, and that rich cultural and architectural legacy remains. This new tourism
destination has lots to oﬀer apart from all that history.
While two thirds of the country is semi or full steppe
desert, it also has hiking trails through mountains
and fertile valleys where eco-tourism takes root at
guesthouses and home-stays with families.
Maybe it’s a consequence of being a police state
for so long, but Uzbekistan also happens to be one
of the top safest countries in the world for tourists.
More than 90 per cent of the population is Muslim.
Public devotion has been kept on a slow burner ever
since Soviet times when many mosques were shut
down and religious Muslims were silenced and jailed.
To this day, you will find it almost impossible to
discuss politics in this Presidential Constitutional
Republic. A translator tells me: “Uzbekistan is a very
peaceful place; we don’t like to complain or make
trouble. Nobody bothers with politics, we’re just
happy that reforms are happening and our standard
of living is going up.”
She also tells me: “Arranged marriages are very
common here; it’s a patriarchal society. I will marry
soon; I have met my fiancé three or four times, it’s
common to marry as soon as possible after a couple
gets engaged. You may not live together as a couple
here unless you show the authorities a certificate
of marriage.”
Up to four million people live in Tashkent, the
capital of Central Asia’s most populous country, with
a population of over 33 million. With fuel costing just
$US 49 cents a litre, the four-lane city boulevards
are crammed with vehicles, predominantly white
Chevrolet saloons or smaller General Motors-produced models manufactured in Uzbekistan.
The country spent most of the past 200 years as
part of the Russian empire and then of the Soviet
Union, before emerging as an independent state
when Soviet rule ended in late 1991.
I have been surprised by the orderliness and newness of Tashkent and by so many Chevrolets. Here
where the Great Silk Road once passed I imagined

Currency: 11,000 sum = €1.
Eating out and shopping: Uzbekistan’s food is
interesting, delicious and cheap. Expect to pay no
more than €7 or €8 for three courses at lunch or
dinner; beer under €1 and a bottle of decent quality Uzbek-produced wine for €10 in restaurants,
but cheaper in shops. Imported spirits and wines
are pricy. With centuries of know-how back to Silk
Road times, richly patterned Uzbek textiles, rugs
and ceramics are memorable souvenirs to take
home and some haggling is expected.
Tashkent: the Museum of Applied Art, Rakatboshi
Street, is housed in an elaborately decorated
mansion that took craftsmen eight years to create
for a wealthy Russian diplomat in the late 19th
century. Check out the ethnic clothing, textile
bags and other accessories for sale in the crafts
courtyard. Prices are higher than in bazaars
and souvenir stalls, but their quality and design
are worth the extra cost. Be sure to explore
Tashkent’s metro stations, jumping on and off
to admire different architectural masterpieces
featuring mosaics, marble and fantastical lighting
at the different stations. Stroll from Independence
(formerly Lenin) Square, whose tall columns – a
minimalist Acropolis – are topped by a giant metal
globe decorated with storks .
Navoi and Nurata: take a camel ride to the fringes
of one of the world’s biggest deserts Kyzylkum
in Navoi region. Camp under a spectacular starry
night sky at Kyzylkum Safari Yurt Camp in a cosy
nomad yurt hung with rainbow-hued woollen textiles. The camp, one of several in the area, offers
tasty local food and folk music around a campfire.
Nearby Aydarkul lake, spread across 140 km, is
manmade – the result of dam breakage – but it has
created a unspoilt nature reserve, rich in migratory bird life.
Nurata’s ancient history goes back to Alexander
the Great, who spent a winter here on his way to
conquer Asia, constructing a hill top fortification
part of which still stands. The delicately tiled
16th-century Mosque Panjvqt and Chashma complex underneath has a holy spring reputedly with
curative powers. The Great Silk Route caravans
rested between Karmana and Bukhara at Raboti
Malik. The excavated layout of the caravanserai lies behind the mighty entrance gates that
protected traders and their goods from marauding bandits. Today’s main traffic artery, a busy
highway linking modern Navoi city and ancient
Bukhara runs alongside, and in the distance are
the factories and offices of a new Economic Free
Zone.
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that camel trains and donkey carts would fight for
space with beaten up Russian-era Ladas and noisy
belching trucks. Instead, well-ordered traﬃc purred
along the wide streets and an army of elderly women
wielding straw brooms continuously swept around
monuments and oﬃces interspersed with beauty
salons and fashion boutiques.
Few pedestrians come out after dark, except the
tourists I meet in Bukhara. Loitering, as we know
it in the West, is non- existent and the only banter
I come across is the loud welcome haggling and
joking of the bazaars – markets where everything
from delicious fruit and vegetables to hardware is
traded.
During a 25-year reign, Uzbekistan’s dictator Islam
Karimov turned the country into a hermit kingdom.
Since his death in 2016, things have been changing
fast and for the better. An economic transformation
is under way and tourism is growing steadily.
Uzbekistan is ploughing ahead with economic and
human rights reforms thanks to Karimov’s former
protégé and current president Shavkat Mirziyoyev.
Described as a tourism Klondike, there’s potential
for food tourism, mountain and eco-tourism and
discoveries of Uzbekistan’s cultural heritage. You
will be rewarded with a unique keyhole into a world
that is truly diﬀerent. ■
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